Online and blended-learning is here to stay, in all probability even after the pandemic subsides. While the immediate response in the spring of 2020 to the requirement to shift all teaching online was amazing, it’s now becoming clear that just an old style lecture over the internet is not enough to provide the teaching and engagement that the students need to support them fully in their studies. So, in the search for resources to upscale the online teaching and learning experience, what are your options?

*Could Kortext on Microsoft Teams offer something more?*

There is every chance that some of the faculty is already using Teams as part of their teaching online but there is also a strong possibility that Teams is available but has not yet been made part of the regular workflow when it comes to enhancing the online course experience. Now you can integrate Kortext into that environment and have course and wider resources readily available.
Kortext on Microsoft Teams can help with the following:

- The selected course resource materials delivered through Kortext are directly available to lecturers and students during the online teaching sessions and can be easily integrated, referred to and used such as viewing interactive eBook content such as videos and taking interactive quizzes

- Share content and encourage discussion

- Everything in one place – time savings, efficiency, collaborative learning comes to life through Kortext

- Engagement with content is increased when closely integrated to the main places of student activity, increasing engagement and collaboration with peers and lecturers

Contact us now to find out more and to discuss how we can help you move forward with developing your online teaching and learning experience.